
 

 
 

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 
COUNTY OF FRANKLIN CIRCUIT COURT 

CASE NO. 17-CI-1348 
DIVISION ONE 

 
JEFFREY C. MAYBERRY, et al. PLAINTIFFS 

 
 
v. 

THE TIER 3 PLAINTIFFS’ OPPOSITION TO  
THE COMMONWEALTH’S MOTION  

FOR EXTENSION OF TIME 
 

 

KKR & CO., L.P., et al. 
 

DEFENDANTS 

ELECTRONICALLY FILED 

* * * * * * * * 

COME NOW Tia Taylor, Ashley Hall-Nagy and Bobby Estes (the “Tier 3 Plaintiffs”) 

and respectfully oppose the eleventh-hour Motion for Extension of Time filed by the 

Office of the Attorney General (“OAG”).  The Court should deny the OAG’s motion and 

hear the Tier 3 Plaintiffs’ Motion to Intervene on February 8, 2021. 

I. ARGUMENT 

On January 11, 2021, the Court conducted a hearing on the Tier 3 Plaintiffs’ motion 

for leave to file an amended complaint.  The Court decided to hold the Tier 3 Plaintiffs’ 

motion in abeyance upon its preliminary determination that the motion should instead 

be styled as a motion for intervention.  And the Court set a schedule that would permit it 

to evaluate the Tier 3 Plaintiffs’ anticipated motion for intervention in the context of the 

OAG’s amended Intervening Complaint, which was ordered to be filed no later than 

Monday, February 1, 2021.     

Late in the day on Friday, January 29th, the OAG informed the Court that it would 

not comply with the Court-ordered deadline.1  The OAG noticed a motion for hearing 

 
1 It is not clear whether the OAG discussed this maneuver in advance with some or 

all of the defendants or with KRS, but we note that the OAG and the defendants had 
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on February 8th, at which time it will seek as much as ten (10) more weeks to file 

an amended Intervening Complaint — and, not incidentally, will also seek to delay 

the Tier 3 Plaintiffs’ motion for another two (2) weeks after that (by which time it may be 

too late to matter).  Self-help, in other words, after failing to persuade the Court to accept 

the result desired by the OAG and the defendants the first time around.  The OAG aims 

to blow up the schedule directed by the Court.  In this, the OAG seems to be in 

league with the defendants.   

It is perfectly apparent what the OAG and the defendants are trying to do.  That is, 

they want to create a space in which they — the OAG and the defendants — can negotiate 

a quick settlement without the Hedge Fund Sellers ever having to produce 

documents or sit for depositions — and without having to contend with the team 

that created the case in the first place and that (in apparent contrast to the OAG) does 

know enough about the facts and the law to aggressively plead, prosecute and (at the 

appropriate time and under the appropriate circumstances) negotiate the kind of 

settlement of the case that can make a material difference to KRS and its 

members/retirees.2     

 
previously agreed to an extended schedule — and that the Court expressly declined to 
grant that request.  In any event, the OAG did not discuss it with us.  

2 The OAG’s adoption of the defendants’ “non-party” nomenclature to describe the 
Tier 3 Plaintiffs, and its comment about having already discussed with at least some 
defendants “the potential resolution of the claims against them” — while excluding us 
from any such conversations — combine for a clear “tell” about what’s going on behind 
the curtain.  In any event, for the OAG to say both that it needs substantially more time 
to “conform its intervening complaint … to the facts and the law” and, at the same time, 
that it has entered into settlement discussions with at least some defendants does little to 
inspire confidence that an optimal result achieved after hard negotiations on both sides 
is in the offing.  
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The Tier 3 Plaintiffs will file their intervention motion on Monday, February 1, 

2021, and will request that their motion be heard along with the OAG’s motion to delay.  

The Tier 3 Plaintiffs will point out in their papers that the OAG will almost certainly face 

defenses that can only be blunted or avoided through the kind of public-private 

prosecution we have previously proposed.  The defendants have made no secret of their 

intention to try to sink the OAG’s case with, among others, an in pari delicto defense that 

lays blame for KRS’s funding problems at the feet of the Legislature that (they will say) 

short-funded the pension plan for years.  The Tier 3 Plaintiffs will be far better positioned 

to parry those defenses.  But if the OAG is now learning the rudiments of the case, as it 

says it is, through “discussions with counsel for various defendants regarding the merits 

of the claims,” it is unsurprising that the OAG is having difficulty drafting a more effective 

complaint that it already has.   

This Court observed in its Order of December 28, 2020 that “[s]erious breaches of 

fiduciary duties have been alleged in this case, and the Court believes that statute, case 

law, the Civil Rules, as well as principles of equity and public interest, require that the 

factual allegations in this case — and the defenses asserted by all Defendants — should be 

adjudicated on the merits.”  Dec. 28, 2020 Order at 17.  Further, that “[a]ny party that 

breached its fiduciary duties and engaged in reckless conduct, conflicts of interest, or self-

dealing should be accountable under the law.”  Id. at 16.  But delay — and especially 

delay cloaked in secrecy — is the enemy of real accountability.  It is difficult 

to conceive that the OAG is now in a position to achieve the best possible 

settlement when it is still evaluating the facts and the law, and any 

settlement brought forward under these circumstances would likely be seen 

by KRS members/retirees, and by the public, as the product of a negotiation 
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driven as much by politics as by hard-nosed assessment of the legal risks 

and opportunities after a fair opportunity for adversarial discovery.3  

The Tier 3 Plaintiffs therefore oppose the OAG’s motion for indefinite delay.4  The 

OAG has had ample time and opportunity to amend its Intervening Complaint — having 

first filed papers in support of that complaint (copied almost verbatim from the 

Mayberry amended complaint filed in January 2018) more than 6 months ago.  There is 

no reason to give more time for the OAG to amend — and no reason to stop the Tier 3 

Plaintiffs from pursuing their derivative claims (which seems like the real motivating 

factor here).  And there is ample reason to permit the Tier 3 Plaintiffs to intervene.  The 

OAG has done nothing to demonstrate that it will adequately protect their unique 

interests.  On the other hand, the Tier 3 Plaintiffs are uniquely positioned to protect 

 
3 There may well be an opportunity to settle soon.  The case as it currently exists — 

the product of years of work by our team, helped by the well-timed intervention by the 
OAG — represents a significant asset.  One might say a “bird in the hand,” but that is not 
to say that going after the birds in the bush would entail undue additional risk.  The 
question devolves to: should we be content with a settlement that seems large in the 
abstract — say, $100–200 million — but does virtually nothing to change the 
trajectory of the KRS plans, or the certainty that state employers will 
continue to be saddled with huge annual make-up payments, or the 
likelihood that the taxpayers will be forced to foot a multi-billion dollar 
liability.  And not to mention the certainty that Tier 3 benefits will be forever 
diminished unless damages are fully realized, paid into the KRS trust funds and 
apportioned to plan years so as to realize the lost upside sharing dollars that should have 
been credited to Tier 3 accounts, and which should have increased the balances after 
compound earnings for many years to come for the 80,000-plus Tier 3 members.  And, 
as we have previously mentioned, any early and unilateral settlement by the OAG will 
likely spur renewed public concern that political considerations were among the chief 
drivers.  See, e.g., https://kycir.org/2020/07/23/attorney-general-revives-lawsuit-
against-state-pension-officials-and-hedge-funds/.        

4 The OAG failed serve its papers on the Tier 3 Plaintiffs’ counsel.  Therefore, the 
motion is technically defective. 

https://kycir.org/2020/07/23/attorney-general-revives-lawsuit-against-state-pension-officials-and-hedge-funds/
https://kycir.org/2020/07/23/attorney-general-revives-lawsuit-against-state-pension-officials-and-hedge-funds/
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virtually all of the legitimate interests on the plaintiffs’ side; the inverse, however, is not 

true.5   

We will file, with no further delay, the Tier 3 Plaintiffs’ Motion to Intervene, and 

will urge the Court to evaluate this motion in relation to the OAG’s Intervening Complaint 

in its current form — and to do so at the hearing now set on February 8th.  There is no 

need to acquiesce to the OAG’s slow-down strategy.  No need to delay.  Kentucky never 

did play (or like) the four-corners stall.   

The OAG’s assertion that that it “understand[s] … that Kentucky Retirement 

Systems has entered into a contract with independent outside counsel” to perform some 

sort of behind-the-scenes “investigation” to determine if there were “any improper or 

illegal activities … and to produce a detailed report documenting their investigation and 

findings” is no reason to stop the train.  Quite the opposite.  This secret “investigation” 

has apparently  been in the works for close to 6 months.  Despite our written offer to meet 

and provide the unnamed outside counsel with the benefit of our three-plus years of work 

on this case, we have heard not a peep.  But if KRS — like the OAG — has been conducting 

private meetings with the defendants to “discuss … the merits of the claims,” while 

holding plaintiffs’ counsel at arm’s length, the likely result will be a defendant-friendly 

whitewash designed to thwart transparency and real accountability by proposing a 

settlement, prior to discovery, that does virtually nothing to change the trajectory of the 

 
5 The OAG has demonstrated no interest in restoring the “Upside Sharing” credits 

(and subsequent annual earnings thereon, extending many years into the future) that the 
Tier 3 members have been deprived of.  Moreover, as we previously noted, the OAG is 
bound by statute to deposit any net settlement it achieves in the general fund of the State 
Treasury, not in one or more KRS trust funds.  Further, the OAG will no doubt face 
defenses (such as in pari delicto) that the derivative plaintiffs will be able to avoid.  This 
is not to suggest that the OAG has no place in the case, but to highlight reasons why the 
OAG is wrong in suggesting by implication that the Tier 3 Plaintiffs aren’t needed.  
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KRS plans, or the certainty that state employers will continue to be saddled with huge 

annual make-up payments, or the likelihood that the taxpayers will be forced to foot a 

multi-billion dollar liability — not to mention the near-certainty that the Tier 3 

members will be shortchanged.6  In other words, both the OAG’s request for a 

lengthy extension (while attempting to keep the Tier 3 Plaintiffs in their place as “non-

parties”), and the non-public “investigation” by KRS, point in the same direction – an 

insider settlement of the case rather than a full-blown, transparent litigation designed to 

achieve the greatest possible recovery. 

Far from providing a reason to delay — the playbook being flashed here 

provides a compelling reason to act sooner not later on the Tier 3 Plaintiffs’ 

intervention.  The Tier 3 Plaintiffs, in fact, will file their motion early and request its 

consideration at the same time the OAG’s motion for more time is heard, on February 8th.            

We also urge the Court to deny the OAG’s attempt to dump the February 22nd 

status conference.  We suggest that would be a mistake.  We look forward to participating 

in that status conference and expect to bring forward at that time a proposed pre-trial 

order designed to facilitate the orderly and efficient prosecution of these proceedings, to 

include a short period of intense, focused discovery that will permit the parties to prepare 

 
6 We will allege in the Tier 3 Plaintiffs’ Complaint in Intervention, as we have 

before, that KRS Executive Director David Eager was a participant in certain aspects of 
the wrongdoing while on the KRS Board, then did nothing to stop the wrongdoing after 
stepping into the Executive Director role.  We fully understand that making these and 
certain other allegations — though fully justified by the facts and compelled by our duties 
as derivative counsel — creates a level of conflict, and it probably makes us no friends over 
at KRS headquarters.  But conflict, played out in open court, is how our adversarial system 
works best.  And it’s how big settlements are achieved.  The model proposed by the OAG 
(and, apparently, KRS) — to handle the matter in private, without truly adversarial 
counsel advancing the allegations and without the guiding hand of this Court — is not 
designed to, and won’t, achieve a recovery in the billions. 
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for and engage in fully-informed settlement discussions under the auspices of 

a world-class mediator such as Kenneth R. Feinberg7 and to include other provisions, 

including: 

• An order under CR 42.01 consolidating this case with Commonwealth of 
Kentucky v. KKR & Co., Inc., No. 20-CI-00590 (Ky. Cir. Ct. Franklyn Cnty.), 
and Taylor v. KKR & Co., L.P., No. 21-CI-00020 (Ky. Cir. Ct. Franklyn Cnty.); 

 

• An order providing for the immediate commencement of the discovery that 
defendants have managed to hold off for three years now; and 

 

• An order requiring that any settlement, whether proposed by the OAG, the Tier 
3 Plaintiffs or any other party, be brought to the Court for approval upon 
hearing on notice to all parties. 

 
The proper way to proceed is to allow the Tier 3 Plaintiffs to move ahead on their 

Motion to Intervene — grant that motion quickly so we can begin discovery before some 

coup d’état cover up is attempted.  If the OAG needs to pursue a more leisurely pace in 

prosecuting the Commonwealth’s claims as dictated by staff, experience, resource and 

expertise levels, so be it.  We do not need or want to wait.  We want to move forward on 

the KRS claims — prosecuting them aggressively on the merits, uninfluenced by whatever 

it is that is causing the OAG to stall. 

II. CONCLUSION 

For the reasons set forth above, the Court should deny the OAG’s motion and hear 

the Tier 3 Plaintiffs’ Motion to Intervene on February 8, 2021. 

Dated:  January 31, 2021   Respectfully submitted, 

 s/ Michelle Ciccarelli Lerach  
Michelle Ciccarelli Lerach (KBA 85106) 

 
7 Ken Feinberg is one of the most recognized and effective mediators in the United 

States, known and trusted by the plaintiffs’ bar, the defense bar and carriers nationwide.  
See https://feinberglawoffices.com.  He is available and interested in serving as the 
mediator in this case. 

https://feinberglawoffices.com/
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James D. Baskin (pro hac vice) 
Francis A. Bottini, Jr. (pro hac vice) 
Albert Y. Chang (pro hac vice) 
BOTTINI & BOTTINI, INC. 
7817 Ivanhoe Avenue, Suite 102 
La Jolla, CA 92037 
Telephone:   (858) 914-2001 
Email:            mlerach@bottinilaw.com 
       jbaskin@bottinilaw.com 
       fbottini@bottinilaw.com 
       achang@bottinilaw.com 

Jeffrey M. Walson (KBA 82169) 
WALSON LAW-CONSULTANCY-MEDIATION 
P.O. Box 311 
Winchester, KY 40392-0311  
Telephone:    (859) 414-6974 
Email:  jeff@walsonlcm.com 

Counsel for Proposed Intervenors Ashley Hall-
Nagy, Tia Taylor and Bobby Estes 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 

The above signature certifies that, on January 31, 2021, the foregoing was served 
via email in accordance with any notice of electronic service or, in the absence of an 
electronic notification address, via email or mail as indicated below, to:  

 
Abigail Noebels  anoebels@susmangodfrey.com 
Barry Barnett  bbarnett@susmangodfrey.com 
Steven Shepard  sshepard@susmangodfrey.com 
Ryan Weiss   rweiss@susmangodfrey.com 
Counsel for Defendants KKR & Co., L.P., Henry Kravis, and George Roberts  
 
Peter E. Kazanoff   pkazanoff@stblaw.com 
Paul C. Curnin  pcurnin@stblaw.com 
David Elbaum  david.elbaum@stblaw.com 
Michael J. Garvey  mgarvey@stblaw.com 
Sara A. Ricciardi  sricciardi@stblaw.com 
Michael Carnevale  michael.carnevale@stblaw.com 
Counsel for Defendants Prisma Capital Partners, L.P., Girish Reddy, Pacific Alternative 
Asset Management Company, LLC, and Jane Buchan  
 
Barbara B. Edelman  barbara.edelman@dinsmore.com 
Grahmn N. Morgan  grahmn.morgan@dinsmore.com 
John M. Spires  john.spires@dinsmore.com 
Counsel for Defendants KKR & Co., L.P., Henry Kravis, George Roberts, Prisma Capital 
Partners, L.P., Girish Reddy, Pacific Alternative Asset Management Company, LLC, and 
Jane Buchan  
 
Donald J. Kelly  dkelly@wyattfirm.com 
Virginia H. Snell  vsnell@wyattfirm.com 
Jordan M. White  jwhite@wyattfirm.com 
Brad S. Karp   bkarp@paulweiss.com 
Lorin L. Reisner  lreisner@paulweiss.com 
Andrew J. Ehrlich  aehrlich@paulweiss.com 
Brette Tannenbaum  btannenbaum@paulweiss.com 
Counsel for Defendants The Blackstone Group L.P., Blackstone Alternative Asset 
Management, L.P., Stephen A. Schwarzman and J. Tomilson Hill  
 
Philip Collier   pcollier@stites.com 
Thad M. Barnes  tbarnes@stites.com 
Jeffrey S. Moad  jmoad@stites.com 
Counsel for Defendants R.V. Kuhns & Associates, Inc, Rebecca A. Gratsinger, and Jim 
Voytko  
 
Margaret A. Keeley   mkeeley@wc.com 
Ana C. Reyes    areyes@wc.com 
Alexander Zolan   azolan@wc.com 
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Susan Pope   spope@fbtlaw.com 
Cory Skolnick   cskolnick@fbtlaw.com 
Counsel for Defendant Ice Miller, LLP  
 
Charles E. English, Jr. benglish@elpolaw.com 
E. Kenly Ames  kames@elpolaw.com 
Steven G. Hall  shall@bakerdonelson.com 
Sarah-Nell H. Walsh swalsh@bakerdonelson.com 
Kristin S. Tucker  ktucker@bakerdonelson.com 
Robert G. Brazier  rbrazier@bakerdonelson.com 
Counsel for Defendants Cavanaugh Macdonald Consulting, LLC, Thomas Cavanaugh, 
Todd Green and Alisa Bennett  
 
Dustin E. Meek   dmeek@tachaulaw.com 
Melissa M. Whitehead  mwhitehead@tachaulaw.com 
Counsel for Defendant Government Finance Officers Association  
 
John W. Phillips  jphillips@ppoalaw 
Susan D. Phillips  sphillips@ppoalaw.com 
Sean Ragland   sragland@ppoalaw.com 
Counsel for Defendant Jennifer Elliott  
 
Mark Guilfoyle  mguilfoyle@dbllaw.com 
Patrick Hughes  phughes@dbllaw.com 
Kent Wicker   kwicker@dbllaw.com 
Andrew D. Pellino  apellino@dbllaw.com  
Counsel for Defendant Thomas Elliott  
 
Laurence J. Zielke  lzielke@zielkefirm.com  
John H. Dwyer, Jr.  jdwyer@zielkefirm.com 
Karen C. Jaracz  kjaracz@zielkefirm.com 
Counsel for Defendant Timothy Longmeyer  
 
David J. Guarnieri  dguarnieri@mmlk.com  
Jason R. Hollon   jhollon@mmlk.com 
Kenton E. Knickmeyer kknickmeyer@thompsoncoburn.com 
Mike Bartolacci  mbartolacci@thompsoncoburn.com 
Shaun Broeker  sbroeker@thompsoncoburn.com 
Counsel for Defendant David Peden  
 
Michael L. Hawkins  mhawkins@mlhlawky.com  
Counsel for Defendant Brent Aldridge  
 
Albert F. Grasch, Jr.  al.grasch@rgcmlaw.com 
J. Mel Camenisch, Jr.  mel.camenisch@rgcmlaw.com 
J. Wesley Harned  wes.harned@rgcmlaw.com 
Counsel for Defendant T.J. Carlson  
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Kevin P. Fox    kfox@lgpllc.com  
Stewart C. Burch   sburch@lgpllc.com  
Counsel for Defendant William A. Thielen  
 
Glenn A. Cohen   gcohen@derbycitylaw.com  
Lynn M. Watson   watson@derbycitylaw.com  
Counsel for Defendant William Cook  
 
Richard M. Guarnieri  rguar@truelawky.com 
Philip C. Lawson   plawson@truelawky.com 
Counsel for Defendants Bobbie Henson and Randy Overstreet  
 
Brent L. Caldwell   bcaldwell@caldwelllawyers.com  
Noel Caldwell   noelcaldwell@gmail.com  
Counsel for Defendant Vince Lang  
 
Perry M. Bentley   perry.bentley@skofirm.com 
Connor B. Egan   connor.egan@skofirm.com 
Christopher E. Schaefer  christopher.schaefer@skofirm.com 
Chadler M. Hardin   chad.hardin@skofirm.com 
Paul C. Harnice   paul.harnice@skofirm.com 
Sarah Jackson Bishop sarah.bishop@skofirm.com  
Matthew D. Wingate matthew.wingate@skofirm.com  
Counsel for Nominal Defendant Kentucky Retirement Systems  
 
Anne B. Oldfather   aoldfather@oldfather.com 

tms@oldfather.com 
mlc@oldfather.com 
bag@oldfather.com 

Counsel for Certain Plaintiffs 
 
Vanessa B. Cantley   vanessa@bccnlaw.com 
Patrick E. Markey   Patrick@bccnlaw.com 
Counsel for Certain Plaintiffs 
 
Casey L. Dobson   cdobson@scottdoug.com 
S. Abraham Kuczaj, III  akuczaj@scottdoug.com 
David D. Shank   dshank@scottdoug.com 
Sameer Hashmi   shashmi@scottdoug.com 
Paige Arnette Amstutz  pamstutz@scottdoug.com 
Jane Webre    jwebre@scottdoug.com 

jfulton@scottdoug.com 
aespinoza@scottdoug.com 
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Jonathan W. Cuneo   jonc@cuneolaw.com 
Monica Miller   monica@cuneolaw.com 
David Black    dblack@cuneolaw.com 
Mark Dubester   mark@cuneolaw.com 

dvillalobos@cuneolaw.com 
Counsel for Plaintiffs 

Victor B. Maddox   victor.maddox@ky.gov 
J. Christian Lewis   Christian.lewis@ky.gov 
Justin D. Clark   justind.clark@ky.gov 
Steve Humphress   steve.humphress@ky.gov 
Aaron Silletto   aaron.silletto@ky.gov 
Counsel for Proposed Intervenor Attorney General Daniel Cameron 

 
 s/ Michelle Ciccarelli Lerach  

          Michelle Ciccarelli Lerach 


